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Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Diesel Power Magazine features. He initially intended to
simply drive and enjoy the new Silverado without making any changes other than some simple
ECM tuning, but then the ideas started flowing and he saw the new truck as a chance for a fresh
start. The Silverado was one of the cleanest trucks Steve found in his search, making it a
perfect starting point for a modest daily driver build. He began work on it by removing the
leveling kit and installing a Cognito Motorsports 4- to 6-inch inch non-torsion bar lift kit
complete with Fox Factory Performance Series 2. The truck rolls on a set of 33X He also began
to do some color matching on the truck's exterior to bring out the color even more. Then
lightning struck a second time when Steve's then girlfriend called him to tell him that she rear
ended a car with his truck. He felt like he was Bill Murray reliving the same day over and over in
an automotive "Groundhog Day" of his own. This time, however, the damage was not as
extensive so he went back to work and decided to upgrade the truck further by installing a
grille, hood, lights and fenders to replace the damaged parts and improve the appearance at the
same time. Having decided to go beyond the simple tuning and drive it phase, Steve turned to
Jason Wehrli and his team at Wehrli Custom Fabrication to not only dress up the engine bay but
also provide some more oomph under the hood as well. Steve and Jason settled on a WCFab
BorgWarner SSX-E turbocharger upgrade, featuring boost tubes and a turbo pedestal that are
powder coated blue and metallic gray to match and contrast the bright exterior of the truck.
Exhaust is expelled through a set of ProFab manifolds and up-pipes that channel the hot gasses
to the turbine. The custom exhaust setup terminates in the bed with a polished 6-inch stainless
steel, miter-cut Silverline Exhaust stack. They also installed a WCFab coolant tank and pipe kit
that is powder coated in matching blue. Like most gearheads, Steve says his truck will never be
completely "done" and is saving money for major fuel-system upgrades in the near future a
bigger CP3 or possibly dual CP3s and high-flowing injectors. He estimates that the truck makes
around hp and 1, lb-ft of torque. The engine is backed by a very unique transmission
combination that Steve stumbled across while building the previous truck, but didn't get a
chance to install because of the wreck. He is using an NV six-speed manual transmission that
was built for GM to use as a tester when the company was exploring options for replacing the
well-known ZF6 manual. GM ultimately chose to eliminate the manual altogether and Steve's NV
eventually made it onto an auction site where he purchased it along with the necessary
hardware to install it. His Chevy was originally fitted with an Allison six-speed automatic
transmission, but since he had all the parts and pieces needed to install the NV he performed
the transmission swap and thoroughly enjoys rowing his own gears. The NV is linked to the
Duramax engine through a South Bend Clutch dual-disc clutch assembly to handle the power
while delivering a smooth engagement. In addition to the Cognito Motorsports lift kit and the
inch wheel-and-tire combination, Steve installed a set of Pacific Performance Engineering
tie-rod sleeves to keep the truck pointed straight under power. Since it is a daily driver that is
used for towing, hauling and work duties on a regular basis Air Lift air bags are installed in the
rear for proper load leveling. Steve also fabricated a set of adjustable traction bars and had
them powder coated metallic gray to keep the Silverado from twisting the leaf springs when he
mashes the loud pedal. To cap off the build, Steve removed the rear bumper in favor of a
smooth roll pan that is painted to match the body's color, along with other exterior trim such as
the front-bumper trim, fender flares, tow mirrors, door handles, tailgate handle and grille trim.
Then he installed a quartet of Rigid LED driving lights in each of the lower bumper openings to
light up the night as he blasts down the road. To spice the rest of the lighting he added a set of
Recon smoked LED cab lights and taillights as well as aftermarket lightly smoked headlights
and parking lights with accent LEDs. The bed is treated with a Line-X finish to protect it from
work incidents and daily use. Moving inside the cab, Steve retained the stock cloth interior with
the rubber flooring but added custom diamond-plate-aluminum floor mats that he fabricated. Of
course he removed the column-mount automatic-transmission shifter and installed a
floor-mounted stick for NV gear selection. Steve's Silverado may not be riding on inch tires with
custom suspension or have a 1,hp race engine, but it is still a great-looking ride that is certainly
unique with its NV manual transmission. Thanks to his hard work and help from his friend Kris
Mims, his daily driven rig is a fun to drive truck that continues to get better as he wrenches on it
more and more. More Photos View Slideshow. By Chris Tobin. Follow Truck Trend Network
Facebook. Ford Raptor Towing Capacity by Generation. What Is the Ford F Raptor 37? Truck
Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By
subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Designed utilizing the
latest technology, this product by ACDelco features premium quality and will perform better
than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it is manufactured to meet or exceed

stringent industry standards. ACDelco is here with excellent products that are available at a
competitive price. The company does its utmost to provide the best possible solutions for your
needs. All products by ACDelco are made with expert care and created by professionals to meet
all your requirements. The company does not accept compromises when it is going about
quality, so you can be sure that all products have only first-rate quality. With many years of
manufacturing experience, ACDelco is the name you can trust. No matter whether you're doing
basic repairs and maintenance, modifying your car's street appeal and performance, or adding
high-tech lighting and electronics, our great selection of brand name products and
knowledgeable associates will ensure success with all your automotive projects. We offer the
finest and widest variety of automotive parts and accessories using state-of-the-art
technologies, and employ the most dedicated and creative team members. These individuals
focus on exceeding expectations of customers who want the exact component at the best price
in the quickest time. Our goal is to provide a WOW experience during every customer
interaction. Whatever you need, whether it's a replacement part to fix a broken down vehicle, a
crash part to repair a vehicle from an accident, perhaps a new set of custom wheels and tires, or
something to make it flashy or faster, lifted or lowered, we will be your one-stop shop. We fulfill
our mission daily with enthusiasm and optimism, learning from our ongoing opportunities and
successes. We enjoy a modern yet tricked out work atmosphere while ensuring a true learning
environment to develop our people. All rights reserved. Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On
the go Daily Deals. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the correct part. In-House Experts. We know our
products. Our Newsletter:. Product Details. All manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions,
used in our images and text are used solely for identification purposes only. It is neither
inferred nor implied that any item sold by CARiD is a product authorized by or in any way
connected with any vehicle manufacturers displayed on this page. Buy our used Chevrolet
Silverado HD transmission from the salvage yards that have been dismantling Chevrolet
Silverado HD vehicles for years! We carry a large inventory of Chevrolet Silverado HD automatic
transmissions. Our used Silverado HD transmissions inventory changes daily as we dismantle
more vehicles. We warranty our entire used Silverado HD manual or automatic transmissions
with a minimum 6-months to 2-years depending on the specific Silverado HD transmission
assembly. To continue searching our inventory, please select the year of your vehicle. Note we
can help you locate any used Chevrolet Silverado HD transmission even if you don't see it listed
on this page. Browse below a snapshot of our used Silverado HD transmissions online
inventory. Auto Parts. Order Tracking. Shopping Cart: Items in Cart. Used Transmissions Store.
Year: Select Make: Select Model: Select Buy Cheap! FREE Shipping! Call Used Transmission.
Auto Parts Suppliers. Auto Body Parts. Automatic Transmissions. Used Transmissions. Manual
Transmissions. Locating Services. Used Car Parts. Used Parts Leads. Used Parts Search. Used
Auto Part Locator. Used Car Buying Guide. All rights reserved. Automatic Transmission 6.
Transmission Assembly 6. When it comes to truck brands, Chevy is one of the most respected
and reliable in the field. The release of the Chevy Silverado was no different. Truck owners have
their preferences as to what they look for in a truck. Hauling capability, durability, and power
options are all important features. For many truck owners, the type and strength of the
powertrain is an important factor. We were there when things were groovy. What year was it? A
post shared by chevrolet chevrolet on May 21, at am PDT. Chevrolet released its first truck, the
Model T in The company recently celebrated its th year providing American-made trucks. Since
the first Model T, the company has manufactured over 86 million trucks. The American
manufacturer quickly became a leader in the trucking industry. Chevy first released the
Silverado in Makes a great first impression, doesn't it? A post shared by chevrolet chevrolet on
Jul 1, at am PDT. The Chevy Silverado has received mixed reviews since it was first released.
While the Silverado has a high towing capacity, the Chevy generally does not provide a smooth
ride. This is usually balanced out when the truck is towing. The comes standard with a 6.
Drivers remark that the truck has plenty of oomph with a few notable shifting issues. The cab
features ample passenge
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r space and entertainment options to keep you and your passengers entertained, including
Apple CarPlay and an 8-inch touch screen. The Chevy Silverado is a powerful machine with a
high-performance engine. The Silverado only comes with an automatic transmission. For the
past several years, auto manufacturers have slowly stopped producing trucks with manual
transmissions. The Dodge Ram was the last truck to be produced with a manual gearbox. But
advances in technology have made automatic transmissions more efficient and smoother than

ever before. Over the past decade, buyers have been purchasing fewer and fewer vehicles with
manual transmissions. In fact, the sales of electric vehicles have surpassed those of the
once-favored cars and trucks. If you are still looking to own a car with a manual transmission,
you have a few options. For trucks, you can always buy used. For smaller vehicles, Chevy still
offers the stick shift for the Camaro, Corvette, and Spark. View this post on Instagram.

